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Presentation Goals
This presentation attempts to answer:

How do CONTENTdm’s field properties help define metadata?
How does CONTENTdm’s controlled vocabulary work?
Can CONTENTdm search functions replace other databases?
How can your metadata anticipate user needs?

This presentation should help you answer the questions:
Can you think of any collections that are candidates for digitization?
Which metadata fields would you need as access points?
What is the cost-benefit of creating those metadata fields?



Thar’s gold in that 
library…
(Somewhere)



Setting out on a Treasure Hunt

Don’t waste time looking for pre-plundered 
booty
Search for valuables contained in a chest, 
not scattered along a beach
Choose a treasure that will be useful
Make sure you will legally own your 
treasure, once you find it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We picked a collection that contained items that were underused and not duplicated by any existing resources.We knew this collection was well-organized, with most items described in a database.This collection includes items that are underused, largely because of access issues.We chose a collection that we physically owned, contained a large number of materials with expired copyright, and planned to post it in ways respectful of existing copyright laws.



Rumors of Hidden Treasure…
Existing metadata

http://www.lib.lsu.edu/hum/music/smdb/
Accuracy?
Completeness?
Formatting issues?

Physical sheet music
Well-organized
49 boxes, unknown number of pieces
Clearly labeled

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The existing metadata was found in a database which is still available at this website. The format of this data was a very old database software and our computer systems people were able to export it into a comma-separated file (CSV). The image is of a search I did in the database. This result shows that there were issues with the database. I did not know whether this was an issue of accuracy, incomplete data, or formatting. However, I did go through the physical sheet music as saw that it was well-organized and clearly labeled and contained more than enough material for a substantial collection.

http://www.lib.lsu.edu/hum/music/smdb/


Equipment
Scanners:

Epson XL10000

Other equipment:
Adobe Photoshop and Bridge
Excel and ASAP Utilities
CONTENTdm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used our flatbed scanner instead of our overhead book scanner because Epson scan allowed us to do color-correction as we scanned so that the music would have truly white backgrounds even if the paper had browned with aged. We used Adobe Photoshop to edit the PDF files and Bridge to search for files and rename them. We used Excel to edit the CSV, turn it into an Microsoft Excel file, and save it into tab-delimited text files for uploading to CONTENTdm.



Metadata Process
Digitized in-house on Epson 10000XL 
by student worker
Metadata entry, some edits by student 
worker
Metadata verification by GA
Uploaded by GA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It took a while to figure out the process we would use. The digitization is done primarily by one of our student workers. The metadata was originally done by myself, but once I created rough standards, the student began to add and change the metadata according to these standards. Once she has done this, I check the metadata, verify that the names are written according to LC authority files, and upload the data. I also manage the controlled vocabulary and edit the options for the landing pages and search pages. Our computer analyst created the images including the banner and thumbnail and assisted with editing the website to meet our needs.



Making Fields for Metadata
MASSAGING THE METADATA

Kept data changes from existing 
metadata as simple as possible
LoC authority files for names
International standard for title 
capitalization
Adapted the LSU metadata 
dictionary for manuscript 
materials
Map to Dublin Core

CONTENTDM FIELD OPTIONS

Name
DC map
Data type
Show large field
Searchable
Hidden
Required
Controlled vocabulary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we had a smaller collection and were creating our own metadata, we would have used more standards, however we estimate that we will have 3,000 items in this collection before we are done. Therefore, we did our best to make the data as consistent as possible without wasting time adding metadata that did not add value or erasing data. We used Connexion to find the LoC authority files for the names of composers, arrangers, text authors, translators, dedicatees, and publishers. We eventually chose to capitalize the first letter of every title and proper nouns. We used the LSU metadata dictionary for manuscript materials and adapted it when necessary. The CONTENTdm field options includes obvious things like the name of the field and whether it is required or not, hidden or not, searchable or not. It also includes the option to map each field to a Dublin Core field. It also allows you to chose a data type of “Text”, “Date”, or “Full Text Search.” Text is the most common and requires no special formatting. “Full Text Search” is a field that allows you to include a transcript. [go to next slide for information about Date]



CONTENTdm Field Options
Other options 
o Date fields—doesn’t support 

“unknown”
Controlled Vocabulary
o Thesaurus: AAT, CSH, TGN, 
Newspaper Genre List, TGM I
o Create your own vocabulary 
o Create/use a shared 
vocabulary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the options for formatting the data if you make a field’s data type “date.” This meant that we could not put “unknown,” which was my original instinct based on my knowledge of DACS. We also couldn’t put question marks or brackets like RDA suggestion. This left us with the following options for solving the date fields: (make it a text field; leave unknown dates empty; or fill with a nonsensical number like 0000). We chose to leave them empty, which means the field will not appear on those items, but it means that sorting and limiting by date will still work and users won’t receive any confusing results.Finally, you have many controlled vocabulary options. The standard thesaurus options include Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) ®; Canadian Subject Headings (CSH); Dublin Core Initiative Type Vocabulary; Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN) ®; Guidelines On Subject Access To Individual Works Of Fiction, Drama, Etc., 2nd ed. form and genre; Māori Subject Headings / Ngā Ūpoko Tukutuku; Medical Subject Headings (MeSH®) 2010; Newspaper Genre List; Thesaurus for Graphic Materials: TGM I, subject terms; and Union List of Artist Names (ULAN) ®.You can also create your own vocabulary. We used this option, which allowed us to create a vocabulary list based on the existing field contents. Finally, you can choose to share your vocabulary or to use a vocabulary someone else has shared. We chose not to do this because we do not know which standards were used for the vocabulary present currently and we didn’t want someone else to be able to accidentally change our vocabulary.



Our Fields
Copyright statement

Call number

Song title

Other titles

Title of larger work

Composer

Song text author

Translator

Arranger/editor

Medium

Medium notes

Instrumentation

Style

First line

Refrain

Publication date

Publisher location

Publisher

Publisher number

Dedicatee

Series

Related Items

Notes

Key Signature

Contact and Ordering 
Information

Restrictions

Repository

Filename

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The copyright statement is first because it includes an extra notice for all of our items copyrighted in 1923 or later that we are only showing the first page and why. The call number field functions as a unique identifier. We deleted some fields, such as “performers” and a few fields that described instrumentation. Some of these fields are a bit confusing because we used the existing terminology. Medium describes whether the music is instrumental, vocal, or instrumental and vocal. Medium notes use controlled vocabulary to describe the instruments in the score. Additional notes about optional instrumentation are includes in the notes field. Instrumentation describes whether the score is for a solo, duet, trio, etc. If a piece is for a solo vocalist with piano accompaniment this field contains both Duet and Solo so that it will come up regardless of whether a vocalist looks for a solo or an instrumentalist searches for a duet. We created the key signature field so that this could also be turned into controlled vocabulary and could be used to give an estimate of the difficulty level of the music.



CONTENTdm Field Parameters
This is how the fields look 
in the CONTENTdm
Administrative site.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know this text is very small. Do you have questions about how we applied the CONTENTdm options to any of the fields? Dublin Core fields, of course, can be repeated as many times as necessary.



Searching Using Fields
Fields can be chosen for drop-down menu

Advanced search allows combinations of these fields

Will add a search guide to top menu

LSU Music Resources Sheet Music Collection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows that 20 (out of the 295 items currently uploaded) have Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1685-1750 in the controlled vocabulary “Composer” field. This is obviously a much better search result due to the changes we made in the metadata. We can add fields as we like to the drop-down menu on the search/landing page. The advanced search will then allow combinations of any of these fields with Boolean OR/AND. We plan to either create a page describing how to use the advanced search to do better searching which will have a link on the top bar of our collections. [Navigate to home page if possible]

http://cdm16313.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/landingpage/collection/p16313coll69


Landing/Home Page

This is the landing page of 
the sheet music collection 
page.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We created the “browse by…” drop downs with a combination of a few options in the custom query creation tool accessible through the administrative site. <https://server16313.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm4/cqr/cqr1.php> The tool creates browsing lists based on the contents of a field or allows you to create particular searches. The drop downs as shown had to be created with some hand-coding. I was able to do this in the html editor for the landing page. These browse and advanced search options don’t perfectly recreate the functionality of the database, but as I showed you on the previous slide, the results are more accurate and complete. I plan on doing usability testing and discovering which search interface works best. If the current database layout is better than the landing page layout, then I will search for a way to create an interface more like it.



Sources
Captain Jack Sparrow images from “What A Disney Princess Might Say to Captain Jack Sparrow” 
(created February 18, 2013) (accessed August 28, 2014) <http://blogs.disney.com/oh-my-
disney/2013/02/18/what-a-disney-princess-might-say-to-captain-jack-sparrow/>
CONTENTdm Online Help—Version 6 (accessed September 29, 2014) 
<http://contentdm.org/help6/collection-admin/index.asp>

http://blogs.disney.com/oh-my-disney/2013/02/18/what-a-disney-princess-might-say-to-captain-jack-sparrow/
http://contentdm.org/help6/collection-admin/index.asp


Thank You
Questions?
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